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AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL
SPACE SHUTTLE DELTA WING ORBITER (llOC) ALONE AND WITH
BELLY MOUNTED EXTERNAL OXYGEN/HYDROGEN TANKS (M = 0.6 TO 5.0)
SUMMARY
Experimental aerodynamic investigations were conducted during October
1971 at the MSFC 14 x 14 Inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel on a .0044 scale model of
the North American Rockwell Space Shuttle Orbiter, 110C. The test configura-
tions included the orbiter alone and with external oxygen/hydrogen belly tanks.
The six component aerodynamic force and moment data obtained cover a Mach
number range from 0.6 to 4.96 at angles of attack from -100 to 600 at 00 side-
slip angle and -100 to 100 at -60 sideslip angle. Reynolds number per unit


























angle of attack, angle between the projection
of the wind XW-axis on the body X, Z-plane and
the body X-axis; degrees
sideslip angle, angle between the wind XW-axis
and the projection of this axis on the body
X-Z-plane; degrees
yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is
rotated ,toward the positive Y-axis; degrees
roll angle, angle .of rotation about the body
X-axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; degrees
air density; Kg/m3, slugs/ft3
speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
speed of vehicle relative to surrounding
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec .
dynamic pressure; 1/2PV; psi, psf
Mach number; V/a














wing ares; m2, ft2





aerodynamic chord or reference
ft, in (see J, f or LREF)
re







wing sp~n or reference span; m, ft, in
base area; m2 , ft2 , in2
center of gravity
abbreviation for" moment reference point
abbreviation for moment reference point
on X-axis
abbreviation for moment reference point
on Y-axis






























force or moment about the Y axis
moment about the Z axis













~ CN normal force coefficient; FN/qs
CA CA axial force coefficient; FA/qS
CAb CAB base axial force coefficient;
[-1] [( Pb - pCX)/q] (Ab/s)
CA CAF forebody axial force coefficient; CA - CAbf
~ em yawing moment coefficient; Mz/qS bref
Cl, CBL rolling moment coefficient; Mx/qS bref














pitching moment coefficient; My/qS i ref
side force coefficient; Fy/qS
Stability Axis System
lift force coefficient; FLlqS
drag force coefficient; FnlqS
base drag coefficient
forebody drag coefficient; CD - CDb
yawin~ moment coefficient; Mz,s/qs bref
rolling momentcoeff1c1ent; Mx,s/qs bref
l1ft-to-drag ratio; Cden



































'horizontal tail incidence; pos1tive when
trailing edge down; degrees
symmetrical surface deflection angle; degrees;
positive deflections are:
aileron total aileron deflection;
(left aileron - right aileron)/2
canard trailing edge down
elevon trailing edge down
elevator - trailing edge down
flap trailing edge down
rudder trailing edge to the left
spoiler trailing edge down
tab trailing edge down with respect
to control surface
antisymmetrical surface deflection angle, degrees;
positive trailing edge down:
left aileron - trailing edge dawn
. right aileron - trailing edge down
left elevon - trailing edge down
right elevon - trailing edge down
. left spoiler - trailing edge down












0.0044 scale model components of the NRllOC delta wing orbiter tested
included:
B12 - basic orbiter fuselage
B13 - same fuselage as B12 except nose is drooped
B14 - same fuselage as B12 except nose is uniform and has no canopy
K) - bubble shaped pilots enclosure (canopy) used with B14
W26 - delta wing with 50 twist and rounded wing tips
E16 - elevons used with wing W26
V36 - centerline mounted vertical tail
T2 - oxygen/hydrogen tanks
The Data Set Collations, Table I, show the various combinations of the above
components tested. Pertinent dimensional information for the components is
given in Table III, Model Component Descriptions Sheets, while the figures
show the overall configuration lines.
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The Marshall Space Flight Center 14" x 14" Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an inter-
mittent blowdown tunnel which operates by high pressure air flowing from
storage to either vacuum or at~ospheric conditions. A Mach number range
from .2 to 5.85 is covered by utilizing two interchangeable test sections.
The transonic section permits testing.~t Mach 0.20 through 2.50, and the
supersonic section permits testing at Mach 2.74 t~ough 5.85. Mach numbers
between .2 and .9 are obtained by using a controllable diffuser. The range
from .95 to 1.3 is achieved through the use of plenum suction Bnd perforntcd
walls. Mach numbers of 1.44, 1.93 and 2.50 are produced by interchungcable
sets of fixed contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.50 a set of fixed contour
nozzle blocks are tilted and translated automatically to produce any desired
Mach number in .25 increments.
Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately -400 F dew
point and 500 psi. The compressor is a three-stage reciprocati~g unit driven
by a 1500 hp motor.
The tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated gute
valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling
chamber and heat exchanger where th~ air temperatUre can be controlled from
ambient to approximately l800F. The air then passes through the test section
which contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
Downstream of the test section is a hydraulicall~ controlled pitch sector
that provides a total angle of attack range of 200 '(I10o ). Sting offsets are
available for obtaining various maximum angles of att~ck up to 25°.
8
REDUCTION OF DATA
The aerodynamic loads on the model were recorded by a six component
internal strain gage balance. The balance measured loads were corrected for
tare loads and reduced to coefficient form using the following reference
dimensions:
SREF = wing planform area = 9.442 sq. inches
~REF = c = wing mean aerodynamic chord • 2.693 inches
bREF wing span = 4.678 inches
Aerodynamic moments are referenced to a c.g. location at fuselage station 3.608
on waterline -0.096 t see Figure D.
Static pressure was measured at two locations on the orbiter base and at
one point in the sting cavity regions. These pressures were utilized to cor-
rect the balance measured axial force to a condition corresponding to free-
stream pressure acting on the base and cavity area. The equations utilized
for this correction were:
where
and
The areas affected were:
AB = orbiter base area • 0.497 sq. inches
AC = balance cavity area • 0.503 sq. inches
The center of pressure locations on the plots are shown as a percent of fuse-
lage reference length and where computed by the equation.








= center of pressure location as % body length
= reference center of gravity location as % body
= aerodynamic pitching moment coefficient
= aerodynamic normal force coefficient
= mean aerodynamic chord




A tabulated data listing, consisting of all aero data
and those created in arriving at the plotted material
quently, is available as an·addendum to this report.
made up in two sections:
sets, both original
to be presented subse-
The tabular listing is
( a)
(b)
a brief summary list o~ all data sets containing the identifier,
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
a full list of all data sets containing all resident or .
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
the above mentioned information.








If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog-
nizant SADSAC personnel who, for this data, is:
Department 2780
Chrysler Corporation Space Division














































































































































































































































































































REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
MACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
0.6 6.5 x 106 l:i l:iR Q7
o Q 6 9 x 106 7 Qh qC;
1.2 6.6 x 106 8 98 q7
1.96 6.8 x 10 6 Q qO Qr--
2.99 4.4x 106 4 qs QA
4.96 6.1 x 106 3 40 Qq















No satisfactory method is known for determining the abs olute
accuracy of the final data coefficients.
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TABLE III. MODEL COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONS
r.'.o['~L C011~O~.lr::~n: ROrJV·· B12
--_._-------------------
GEtlEPJ\L OEseR IPTION: DaGic fuselage of delta wing orbiter per ~rn lines dwg.
:J99r~-llOCh.'fbri.d conf.ir~uratlon. Symmetrical nose pilots enclosure is included.



























TABLE III. (con 't)
r-K>DEL COMPONENT: .;;.BO;;.:D;.,;,.Y_-_B_1...:.3 _
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Basic fuselage of delta wing orbiter per rJR lines Dwg.
9992-110C with 110C2 nose. Same as B12 except nose is drooped. Pilots
enclosure is included.
Model Scale = 0.0044































MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - B11~~::..:..._------------------_._--
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Basic fune1age of delta wing orbiter per NR lines
Dw{~. 9~)C);)-110C.: approximating NASA 01+OA configuration. Same as B12 except
nose ts unLform vrLth no canopy.
110del Scale = 0 .0041~


























MODEL CO!~PONENT: BODY - CANOPY - _K3 _
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Bubble shaped pilots enclosure used with delta wing
orbiter Body B14. Canopy extends above fuselage upper mold line and is
located between Fus. Sta. 238.64 and 368.18. Follows NASA 040A Dwg.

















MODEL COMPONENT: WING - w26
-------------------------
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Delta wi.ng with _5° twist and rounded wing tips. Follows
NR lines DwG. 9992-110B.
























Aerodynamic Twist, degrees (about T.E.)
Jnci(iC:lI(~~, Hoot(E.P. 120.00)
Incltlcncc:) Tip (B.P. 493.50)





Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)(W.S. 489.87)
MAC (w.s. 183.08)
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
ESo L. 0 f . 25 MAC
Airfoil Section
Root (w.s. 120.90)







Root (Equiv.) (w.s. 113.4~)
Tip (Equ:tv.)(w.s. 489.87:)
MAC (w.s. 257.36)
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
B.L. of .25 ·MAC
Leading Edge Cuff
Planf'orm Area, ft 2
L.E. Intersects Fus. ML at Sta. in.






































MODEL COMPONENT: ELEVON - E16 (Data for one of two sides)
Model Scale = 0.0044








Span (equival ent), in.
Inbld equivalent chord(w.S. 114.85)
OutbId equivalent chord
(w.s. 492.59)
Ratio rr~vable surface ehordl
total surface chord
At Inbld equiv. chord
At OutbId equiv. chord




Area Moment (Normal to hinge line)
















HODEL COMPONENT: VEHTICAL TAIL - V36
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Centerline vertical on delta wing configuration with 100
wedge airfoil, leading edge radius and blunt trailing edge. Follows NR lines
:OWg. 9992-l10C.













































Root (w.P. 113.61) .. 275·77
Tip, (equlvalent)(W.P. 365.12) 95.19
MAC (w.P. 218.96) 200.l~
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1 232 . 2
W.P. of .25 MAC 218.96
&•l. 0 f . 25 MAf a .00
Airfoil Section 5 half angle wedge with blunt T.E.
L.E.R.(W.P. 115.00), %chord 1.~72










Fus. Stat of .25 MAC
W. P. of .25 MAC
B.l. of .25 ·MAC
*This area is the void area located at
the lower aft portion of the surface. lq
TABLE III. (concl'd)
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - TANK - T2
..::...;;.;;...:.------..;....---------------
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Body of revolution with 20° half angle nose cone attached
to lower surface of Body B12 by means of a hex shaped pylon. Pylon is
included.








































TABLE IV. INDEX OF MODEL FIGURES
FigureA. Photograph of Configuration B12W26E16V36 23
Figure B. Photograph of Configuration B14K3W26E16V36 24
Figure C. Photograph of Configuration B12W26E16V36+T2 25
Figure D. Location of Moment Reference Point 26
1) Configuration B12W26El6V36 26
2) Configuration B13W26E16V36 27
3) Configuration E14K3W26E16V36 28
4) Configuration B12W26El6Vg6+T2 29
Figure E. Body B12 30
Figure F. Body B13 31
Figure G. Body B14 32
Figure H. Body B14 + Canopy K3 33
Figure I. Wing W26 34
Figure J Elevon E16 35
Figure K. Vertical Tail V36 36
Figure L. Tank - T2 37
Figure M. Typical Model Installation for High Angle
of Attack Testing 38
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FIGURE J. ELEVON - E16
35
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DATA FIG U RES
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
o
- e-10


































MSFC509 NR SSOC ORBITER B12W26E16VlJ8
MeFC509 NR SlOC ORBITER BllJW26E18VlJ6







SRE~ 9.4420 SQ IN
LREF t.6950 INCHES
BREF 4.8780 INCHE8
XMRP 5.6080 I NCHE S
YMRP 0.0000
ZMRP - 0.0990 INCHES
SCALE 0.0044 SCALE
PAGE 1





















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-S.O
-S' -10 - I o I 10 20 10 I'
DATA eET 8YMBOL CONFI~URATION DE8CRIPTION
CCIIOI', () M8FCI09 NR IIOC ORBITER B12W26E16V16
CCSIDas, II MSFCS09 NR 1lOC ORBITER BllW26E16V16












ZHRP - 0.0990 INCHES
SCALE 0.0044 SCALE
PAGE 2















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- II o II 10 IS 10 15 50 as
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C'IDISI 0 HSF(509 NR Sloe ORBITER BI2W2I1ESIIV56
(C'IOSSI n HSFC509 NR Sloe ORBITER BI5W26ESIIVS8
















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
o
- I-10

























































MSFC509 NR IIOC ORBITER B12W26E16V56
HSFC,09 NR IIOC ORBITER B15W26E16V56












ZHRP - 0.0990 INCHES
SCALE 0.0044 SCALE
PAGE 4















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.10
-15 -so - 5 o so SIS leD 2' liD a5
DATA IIET SYHDOL CONFI&URATION DESCRIPTION
(CHOISI 0 HSFCS09 NR I10C ORBITER BI2W26EI6VlIII
("lOllS' n HSFCS09 NR 110C ORBITER BIlIW26EI6V1I6
(CSI04S' <> HSFCS09 NR IIOC ORBITER BI4K5W26EIIIV58



































L'o. ~ ..... A.
~ .
~.... ~ .0..;;:: A. ~

















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.ID
-u -ID - s o
"
10 III 10 I' SD III
DATA SET SYMBOL
(CSIOISI 0




MSFC509 NR IIOC ORBITER B12W26EIIV56
MSFC509 NR IIOC ORBITER BI5W26EI6V56
MSFC50e NR IIOC ORBITER B14K5W26E16V56
0.8e8
IIETA REFERENCE INFORMA TlON
0.000 sREF ••4420 Sll IN
0.000 lREF 1 .•93D INCHES











~ A A .. ·
X .x X
-
























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- S a s 10 20 25 aD .,
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(C5SDSS) () HSFC509 NR ssoe ORBITER B12W26ESeV38
(C5S05S) Zl HSFC509 NR ssoe ORBITER BS3W26ES6V36










































































_.A A~ ....... -A -
~.L-.. ;:. ~ ~~~-












- I o I 10 15 eo 25 10 II'
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






MS~C50e NR IIOC ORBITER BleWZ6EI6VI6
MS~C509 NR IIOC ORBITER BIIWZ6EI6VI6



























EFFECT DF BDOY NDSE SHAPE DN BASIC LDNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS



























































- I o II 10 IS 20 liD .S






MSFC509 NR IIOC ORBITER B12W26E16V1I6
MSFCS09 NR IIOC ORBITER B11lW26E16V1I6



























EFFECT ~F BODY NOSE SHAPE 6N BASIC L6NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS






-riT r.~ ~ '" ...
-
ft.. ... ...
"- lII!~.... .... ... ... .<l ..... 1-
--


















































-&8 -10 - I o IJ 10 u 10 10 a5






HSFC509 NR IIOC ORBITER BI2W26EIIIVI6
HSFC501 NR IIOC ORBITER BIIW26EI6YIII






































































..... ..-f:'v ...... -ro.-.
- "'V









ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SEY SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C5S0SS) () MSFC509 NR SSOC ORBITER BS2W26E16VS6
(CHOSS) II MSFC509 NR HOC ORBITER B1SW26E16VS.




































































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA lIET ~YMBOL CONF'IC;URATION DESCRIPTION
(C5101S1 () MaF'C509 NR IIOC ORBITER BIZW26EI6VS6
(C5103S1 Zl MSFC509 NR 110C ORBITER BIIW26EIIVII




























EFFECT OF BODY NOSE SHAPE ON BASIC LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS


















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA lIET SYMBOL CON!'"IlOURATlON DESCRIPTION
IC51018) () M5FC509 NR IIOC ORBITER B12W26EleV16
IC5101S) II MSFC509 NR IIOC ORBITER BlIW26EleVI8








































































































































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA fET IlYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCStOIS) () HSFCll08 NR IIOC ORBITER BtlW26EleV5e
eC5t03S) ZS M8FC508 NR ItOC ORBITER BISWI6EleV'6







SRE" 8.4"10 50 IN
lRE" 1.68'0 INCHES
BRE" 4 .8780 INCHES
XHIU' 1.8080 I NCHE a
YHRP 0.0000
ZHIt~ - 0.08'0 INCHES
ICAlE 0.00.... ICAlE
PAGE 14
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- , o , 10 15 l!0 25 10 15
DATA SET lIYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C"DIlIl (.) HSFC509 NR lIOC ORBITER BI2W26EI6Y1I6
(C"OllSI Xi "SFC509 NR lIOC ORBITER B11IW26E16Y1I6












ZHRP - 0.0"0 INCHES
'CALE 0.0044 SCALE
PAGE 15
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.40







HSFC509 NR IIOC ORBITER B12W26E16V36
MSFC509 NR IIOC ORBITER B13W26E16V36












ZMRP - D.OggO INCHES
SCALE 0.0044 SCALE
PAGE 16








































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-S.O
-15 -aD - 5 a I '0 IS 20 25 SO .1
DATA SET IYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CC'SOISI () M8FC'09 NR IIOC ORBITER BIZWZ6EI6V36
CC'103S1 II M8FC'09 NR IIOC ORBITER B13WZ6E16V3.







IREF •••• 20 IQ IN
L~EF 2.6930 INCHES
.REF •• 67110 INCHE II
XHRP 3.80110 INCHES
YHRP 0.0000





•• . . .... . . . . • • . . . .
·
~ ·~
















































(C'I 04S 1 <>
HACH
CON~I~URATJON DESCRIPTJON
Hs~c,oe NR IIOC ORBITER BI2W2SEI6VS6
HS~C'09 NR IIOC ORBITER BISW26EI6VS6












ZHRP - o.oeeo JNCHES
SCALE 0.0044 SCALE
PAGE 18













































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-ne - s o s to as 10 15 10 15
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C8101S1 () MBFC509 NR IIOC ORBITER B12W26E16V36
(C5105S1 ZI MSFC509 NR IIOC ORBITER BI3W26EI6V36












ZMRP - 0.0990 INCHES
SCALE 0.0044 SCALE
PAGE 19
EFFECT OF BODY N~SE SHAPE ON BASIC LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS










































-15 -10 - II o I 10 15 20 25 aa .5
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






MSFC5D9 NR ISoe OR81TER 812W26E16VS8
MSFC509 NR lloe ORBITER 81SW28E18VS8












ZMRP - 0.0190 INCHES
BCAlE 0.0044 SCALE
PAGE 20
EFFECT OF BODY NOSE SHAPE ON BASIC LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS


























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-so - II o I 10 10 15 so .5
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C'IOISI () HSFC'09 NR IIOC ORBITER B12W26E16VS6
(C5JOllSI n MSFC509 NR HOC ORBITER BlSW26ElCIVS6












ZHRP - 0.0990 INCHE S
SCALE 0.0044 ICALE
PAGE 21


































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-IS -10
- S o II so u 20 ltD as
HACH D.eee
DATA lJET SYMBOL




HS~C509 NR IIOC ORBITER BI2W26ESeVS6
M8~C509 NR IIOC ORBITER B13W26EleV36






SRE~ e ..... 20 S8 IN
L.EF 2 ••930 INCHES
BREF .... 'eo INCHES
XHRP 3 ••0eo INCHES
YHRP 0.0000
ZMRP - 0.0990 INCHES
SCALE 0.00.... SCALE
PAGE 22


























































, ~ ~~ -
......~ / -~ A ..
....
·
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
•ao
-15 -no - 5 o • sa 15 20 25 lIa at
DATA SET 8YHBOL CONFIGURATION DE8CRIPTION
(CISIOIS) () H8FCIS09 NR IIOC ORBITER BI2W26EI6V'6
(CISI0'8) ZS M8FCIS09 NR IIOC ORBITER BI'W26EI6V'6












ZMRP - 0.0"0 INCHES
SCALE 0.00.4 SCALE
PAGE 23
EFFECT OF BODY NOSE SHAPE ON BASIC LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS




• fO t-'-----t-----+-----+--~-i---....._f_----+_---__f----+---_II_-----~ .
.







































- I o 10 eo 2. 30 .,1







MS~CII09 Nft 110C ORBITER B12W26EseV36
MS~C'09 NR 110C ORBITER B13W26E16V36















ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
o
- 5-10

















































DATA lI£T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C'IOIS)' () MSFC'09 NR IIOC ORBITER B12W26E16V38
«(5103S) rs MSFC'09 NR IIOC ORBITER B13W26E16V36


































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHB~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C510IS) () NSFCSD9 NR IIOC ORBITER B12W26E16V56
(C510SS) IS MSFCSDI NR IIOC ORBITER BI3W26E16V36
















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
o
- 5-10







~ ~ ..........J .-e& .L-- ~ ..... ....









































DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIf;URATlON DESCRIPTION
(C,ID1S1 () HSFC5D9 NR IIOC ORBITER BI2W26EI.V'6
(CllDSSI Zl HSFCSD9 NR 110C ORBITER Bl'W26ES6V'6















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- 5-10






'"'Ii:!:~Jj r A"""lrllL ,L- --.. .... ·.
'"f &.- ,..
















































HSFC50V NR lloe ORBITER BI2W26EISVSe
H8FC50V NR lloe ORBITER BIsW26EleVSe








LREF 2 ••150 INCMEI
IREF 4 ••710 INCMEI
XMRP S.IOlO INCHES
YMRP 0.0000
ZMRP - O.OIVO INCHES
SCALE 0.0044 SCALE
PAGE 28
EFFECT OF BODY NOSE SHAPE ON BASIC LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS










ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA 'ET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DE8CRIPTION
(C'101.' () H8FC'09 NR IIOC ORBITER B12W26E16VS6
(C'105" n M8FC'09 NR HOC ORBITER BISW28E18VS8




























































































































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-o.e
-S5 -10
- 5 10 20 25 so 15
DATA SET.SYHBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
CCSIOSSI () HSFCS09 NR IIOC ORBITER B12W26E16V36
CCSI03S1 IS HSFC509 NR IIOC ORBITER B13W26ES6V36












ZHRP - 0.0110 INCHES
'CALE 0.0044 SCALE
PAGE 30
EFFECT OF BODY NOSE SHAPE ON BASIC LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
. I I I



































































- I D I 10 II 20 110 15
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C5101S1 () MIFC509 NR IIOC ORBITER B12W26E18V1I8
(Cll OilS I II MIFCl09 NR I10C ORBITER Bll1W26E16VlI8












%MRP - 0.011110 INCH!:I
ICALE 0.0044 'CALE
PAGE 31
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- - ~ Ii\... A A A A
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- I o I 10 20 115 10 II
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET 8YMBOL CONFIGURATION DE8CRIPTION
(C5t0181 () M8FC509 NR IIOC ORBJTER BI2W2eEI6VII
(C510581 IS M8FC509 NR IIOC ORBJTER BIIW2IEleVI6












ZMRP - O.DUO INCH~'
ICALE O. DOH aCA LE
PAGE 32
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-1.0
-IS -10 - II o 5 10 III 10 15 10 40 4' '0 .0 .5
DATA 'ET .YMBOL CONnc;URATION DESCRIPTION
(0510181 () M8FC509 NR IIOC ORBITER B12W26E16V36
(0510381 ZS MSFC509 NR IIOC ORBITER B13W26E16V36






























... • • T • . .... ... .
·




























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-s.O
-II -so







MS~C509 NR .Ioe ORBITER B12W26EI6Y'6
MSFC509 NR lloe ORBITER BI,W26EI6Y'6






aRE" •••• 20 SQ IN







EFFECT ~F B~DY N~SE SHAPE ~N BASIC L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS


























































-til -to - IS o 5 to 10 15 liD 40 45 50 60
REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
105S0S8) () MSFC509 NR SSOC ORBITER BS2W26ES6VS6
I05103S) ZS MSFC509 NR ISOC ORBITER BS3W26ES6V36




































































































- I o I .0 II ao aD 40 45 50 .,
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA IlET SYMBOL CONF"IGURATlON OE8CRIPTION
C05101S' () M8FC509 NR ISOC ORBITER BS2W26E16V56
C05105S' ZS M8FCI09 NR SIOC ORBITER BI5W26ES6V56





































































..... ..... ..... ,ft."" A.A .A. ..... ..... .... ... .A. .... AA. IA. ·
- - - --
.",..
-
..... A A. ..... iA.. • ~ A. .....
---"
.... -






ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 - 5 o 5 10 IS 20 211 aD 40 45 50 55 .s






MsFC509 NR IIOC ORBITER BI2WZ6EIIVII
M8FC509 NR IIOC ORBITER BIIWZIEIIVle





































.... ,A. ... .... ,A.
... -














































- 5 a II so 25 411 .., SD 55 SD .,
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






MSFCI09 NR ssoe ORBITER BS2W26ES8V36
MSFCI09 NR SSOC ORBITER BS3W26ES6V36













































































""~~ ·N ~ .....
-.....~ - -. ·-.'X" Y ~
·
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.40
-S5 -so - , o , so is eo e, 10 5' 40 4' '0 80 85
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(05101S1 () M'FC'09 NR IIOC ORBITER B12W26E16VS6
(05105" ZS M'FC'09 NR IIOC ORBITER B1SW26E16VS6





















































































- I o I so u ao II '0 40 10 II
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
MACH 4 ••'.





HSFC'09 NR IIOC ORBITER BI2W26E1SV5S
H,FC'09 NR SIOC ORBITER BS5W26ES6V5e


































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-1.0
-n -so
- 5 o 5 SO 15 eo 25 3D 35 40 45 50 .0 .s
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFI&URATION DESCRIPTION
CO'IOIS)' 0 HSFC'09 NR HOC ORBITER BI2W26El.V36
CO'103S) Zi HSFC'09 NR IIOC ORBITER B13W26EleV36
CO'(048) <> HSFC'09 NR IIOC ORBITER B14K3W2eE16V36
MACH ~ •••D
!lETA REFERENCE INFORHATION
0.000 8REF 11.4420 Sll IN
0.000 LREF 2.61130 INCHES
0.000 IREF 4 ••760 INCHES





























" • • • ••

























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-1.0
-IS -10 -, o so IS aD &, 110 II' ·40 4' '0 80 .,
DATA eET sYHBOI.. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(O'IOISI (.) HSFC,09 NR lloe ORBITER B12W26E16VS6
(OliOS.) IS HSFC'OIl NR Hoe ORBITER B1SW26ES6VS6









































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-aD - III o 5 10 aD a5 10 15 4D 411 50 .0 .,1
DATA SET IIYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
IDIIIOllII () MSFCII09 NR 110C ORBITER B12W26E16VII6
1DII1 0311 1 n MSFC5011 NR 110C ORBITER BUW26EI6VII6




















































































-III -so -. o • 10 III eo aD a5 40 45 50 55 80 .5
ANGLE OF ATTAC~. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA 'ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DE.CRIPTION
C05101.1 () M.FC509 NR 1iOC ORBITER Bl2WZ6El8VlS6
C0510S.1 IS M8FC'08 NR SIOC ORBITER BllSWZ6El6VlS6
C05104.1 <> M.FC'09 NR IIOC ORBITER Bl4KlSWZ8El8VlS8
MACH 4 ••"
BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 aRE" '.4420 .ll IN
0.000 LRE" ••8.50 INCHES


























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
-HI - II a II 10 18 10 110 1111 40 45 50 ID
REFERENCE INF~HATIONDATA lIET 8YHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(D5IDI81· 0 HSFC509 NR SlOC ~BITER B12W26E1l5V36
(0510381 ZS M8FC509 NR IIOC ~BITER BI3W26ESIIV3'





































InrB ~ JJ. A .




















































- 1 o 1 10 II 80 81 aD 40 41 so 10 IS
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






MSFc,oe NR ssoe ORBITER BS2WZ6ESIvai
MSFc,oe NR ssoe ORBITER BSIWZIESIVII



























cFECT ~F B~DY N~SI~ SHAPE ~N BASIC L6NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTI S












",at: ['t: .. A ·.-


























































- tJ o , so Sf 10 10 40 45 10 .0 .,
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





M8~C50' NR ssoe ORBITER BS2W2IESIVII
MS~C50' NR ssoe ORBITER BtlW2IESIVII



























EFFECT DF BDDY NDSE SHAPE DN BASIC LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS







.1~ ~~ .. it. A ·A A A A A A A ..t. ..t. A ..t.. A ..t. .to
·t:'L -.. ...... J ~A ..... -. -. -.
-- - -
- -
.. -- - - ---


























































-II!! -10 -. o 10· 10 III 10 IS 40 4. .0 ..
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
CDSSOSS' § "SFC50e NR Sloe ORBITER BS2WZ6EseVle
CO'SOI8' "8FC509 NR ssoe ORBITER BSlwzeEseVI.
CD'S048' "S~C'D9 NR ssoe ORBITER .14Klwz8EseVle
"ACH 4.".
lETA ItEFERENCE INFORMA TlON
0.000 SRE~ ••4420 S' IN
0.000 LItE~ a.8.S0 INCHES










































































DATA lIET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(ellIDIS) () MSFCII09 NR IIOC ORBITER B12W26E16VlI6
(elll0llS) ZS MSFCII09 NR IIOC ORBITER Bll1W26E16VlI6






















































































H8FC509 NR lloe ORBITER B12W26E16V36
H8FC5D9 NR Iloe ORBITER B13W26E16V36













































J L:l~ ----~ ~~
·
. .















































D.S 1.0 1.11 1.0 1.11 lI.O ••0
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B'IDISI () HSFC'D9 NR IIOC ORBITER B12W26E16V1I6
(851DlIS 1 lS HSFC'09 NR l10C ORBI TER BllIW26E16V1I6











ZHRP - 0.011110 INCHES
SCALE 0.0044 SCALE
PAGE 51
EFFECT CF BELLY TANKS eN BASIC LCNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-Ie -14 -12 -10 -. -. - 4 -. o II 4 • 10 II! 14 IS





MSFC509 NR IIOC ORBITER B12W26E16V56


























EFFECT ~F BELLY TANKS ~N BASIC L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS




























































MSFClI09 NR IIOC ORBITER BI2W26EI6V5.


























EFFECT OF BELLY TANKS ON BASIC LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
MACH 1.11I4
OATA SET SVMDOI. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(J'IOIA' () MSFC'O. lOR IIOC ORBITER BI2W26EIIV5.
(J'107A' II MSFC'OIl NR IIOC ORBITER. TANK B12W26EUV56
















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
I 10 12 14 la
"EFERENCE I lOFOl1l4A T I ':A,
aREF Il .4420 ..41 IN
LltEF 1.1.30 INCHEO
eREF 4.1710 INCHE.





































































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONF"IGURATION DESCRIPTION
CJ510lAI () MSF"C509 NR IIOC ORBITER B12W26E16V36
U5107A I n M8F"C509 NR IIOC ORBITER + TANK B12W26EIClV36
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-16 -14 -12 -ID -.




I 6 • 10 12 14 I.
REFERENCE INFORMA TlON








EFFECT OF BELLY TANKS DN BASIC LDNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-Ie
-I" -12 -10 - . - e - .. - 2 o • 10 12 I" 18




MSFC509 NR IIOC ORBITER 812W26E16V1I6










































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-I. -14 -12 -10 - . -. - 4 -. o I! • e 10 12 14
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(J'ID1A) () MSFC'09 NR IIOC ORBITER B12W26E16V56




























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.-10-I.-I.
. . • •
, , .,





A A A ·It. r---..k,
IiU




























































MSFCll09 NR ssoe ORBITER BS2W26ES6V36













EFFECT OF BELLY TANKS ON BASIC LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

































































I J5107A I II
CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC509 NR IIOC ORBITER B12W28E18V38





aREF •••420 sa IN







. • • • • • • • • • ••• •• -. -.
-T

































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.10




HSFC509 NR ••oe ORBITER B.ZW26E••V36


























EFFECT DF BELLY TANKS DN BASIC L6NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
1210•64o4•
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
•10i2



































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFJliURATlON DESCRIPTION
IJ5S0SAI () MSFC509 NR Sloe ORBITER BS2W26EleV3e





























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.-10-12-14
• • • • • • • • • • • -... •• r • •
-.


















































































MSFC509 NR IIOC ORBITER BI2W26EISV5S


























EFFECT OF BELLY TANKS ON BASIC LDNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS























































-Ie -14 -12 -10 - 8 -. - 4 - a o a • • 10 II 14 I'
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
CJ510lAI () HSFC509 NR IIOC ORBITER B12W26E16V5S














. . .. •
























































ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.10
-Ie -Ie - Iil - Cl - 4 - Ie a 8 8 10 12 14 18
DATA SET lIYHBOL CONF"lGURATlON DEeCRIPTlON
(J5101AI f.1 H8FC509 NR IIOC ORBITER B12W26E16V36



















































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.10
-16 -14 -II -10 -. -. - .. - I' o 1 • • 10 14 I.





M8FC509 NR IIOC ORBITER B12W28E16V5e


































































































MSFC'09 NR IIOC ORBITER B12W26E18V58


























EFFECT ~F BELLY TANKS ~N BASIC l~NGITUDINAl CHARACTERISTICS







A A A A I.\. IA A A
~ ,..... I..... .... ...
.... ... ... ... ..



































-I' -I. -10 -. -. - 4 -. D e • 10 I. I. I'
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(J5101AI () MSFC509 NR SSOC ORBITER BS2W26ESIV51






SREF ••4420 • SlI IN
LREF 1.'930 INCHES
BREF 4.1710 INCHE S
XMRP 3.'0eo INCHES
YMRP 0.0000




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- II- II-10-Ie-14











... ... ... ""
















































MSFC'09 NR ISoe ORBITER BS2W26EI.V56











































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.10
-UI -14 -12 -10 -. -. - 4 - a o a 4 CI • 10 II! 14 I.





M8FC'09 NR IIOC ORBITER B12W26E18V36
































































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA lIET SYMBOL CONF'll;URATlON DESCRIPTION
CJ'IOIAI () MSFC509 NR IIOC ORBITER BI2W26ES6Vae































































I • • • • • • • .. .. .. ..







Il-. -~ ·A A ~-A. ~
-a




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.40
-Ie -14 -12 -10 - e - e - 4 - II a • • 10 II 14 I.





M5FC'09 NR IIOC ORBITER B12W26E16Va6
































• •• •• • •
, , , -, -, -, -T -~.































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.40
-Ie -S4 -S2 -so - e - e - oS - It o 4 e e 10 12 14 ae
REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA lET SYMBOL CONFIl;URATlON DESCRIPTION
(J'IDIAI Cl MSFC'OV NR IIOC ORBITER BI2W2eEseVS6


























EFFECT ~F BELLY TANKS ON BASIC L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

























































-18 -14 -12 -10 -. -.
- 4 - a o 8 • 10 12 14 18





MS~C509 NR IIOC ORBITER B12W26E16VS6
















































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.40
-ae -14 -12 -10 - ., - ., -. - It o e • 10 12 Ie





MSFC!l09 NR aaoe ORBITER Ba2W26EI8V'.
























































































-Ia -10 -. -. - 4 -.. o a 4 • 8 10 12 14 18
DATA SET STMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
CJ'SOSAJ () MSFc,oe NR IIOC ORBITER B12W28E18va8
CJ' SOU J lS MSFc,oe NR IIOC ORBI TER + TANK B12W28E18va8
~EFERENCE INFORMATION
MACH 4 ••U

























EFFECT OF BELLY TANKS ON BASIC LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS












































-Sl -14 -S2 -so -. - I - .. -. D • • • so 12 I. II
OATA SET IU'HBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(J510IA) () N8FC509 NR IIOC ORBITER B12W26EleVle
(J5 10"A ) IS I48FC509 NR SlOC ORBITER • TANK BI2W2eEUIVle
RE'ERENCE INFORNATI~I
NACH E3.1I05















































































-Ie -14 -IR -so -. -.
- 4 - I a I e 8 10 IR 14 II
DATA lET IYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(J'lD1A) () MIFC'09 NR IIOC ORBITER BI2WZIEleVII
(J'ID7A) IS MIFC'D9 NR IIOC ORBITER + TANK 112wzeEleVIe
REFEAENCE INFORMATION
MACM 0.'98








































































. . . . .
-14 -II: -10
- e -. - .. a • 4 41 e 10 14 I.
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





MIFCS09 NR SSOC ORBITEA BI2W26Esevs.








































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-..
-IS -u -12 -10 -. -. - 4 - a o a • • 10 12 IS
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF"lGURATION DESCRIPTION
CJllIOIA) () MSFCllOe NR IIOC ORBITER BI2W28EI8V'8





































































-S2 -so -. -.
- 4 - tl o • 4 • • 10 12 14 SS
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





MSFC5De NR ISoe ORBITER 812W2eEI6V.e


























EFFECT ~F BELLY TANKS ~N BASIC l~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
• •• • •












































-Ie -12 -10 -. -. -. -. o • 8 e 10 II 14 18
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DEICRIPTION
CJ51DIAI () MSFC5De NR IIOC ORBITER B12W28E18V38
CJ51D7AI Zl MIFC5De NR IIOC ORBITER + TANK BS2W28ES8V38
MACH ••e5e
BETA REFERENCE I NFORMA TI ON
0.000 'REF 8.4420 se IN




























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-14 -II! -10 -. -. - 4 -. D • • • 8 10 I. 14 18
OATA lIET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
CJ'IOIAJ () MSFC'09 NR IIOC ORBITER B12W2eEleV3e
CJ'107AJ· IS MSFC'09 NR IIOC ORBITER + TANK B12W26EleV38
MACH 0.805
BETA REFERENCE INFOR"~TI~
0.000 IREF 9.4420 •• IN
0.000 LREF 2.89110 INCHES

















































\ ~~ ·~ ·














ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-14 -II -10 -. -. - 4 - It D It 4 8 8 10 12 14 I.
DATA SET 8YHBOl. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CJ5S0SA' () H8FC509 NR ISoe ORBITER BS2W26EI6VS6




















\ .. -. ...
r.'I ~



















































- s -. -. - It o • II • 10 12 "" ••ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA 8ET IIYMBOL CONFIGURATION DE8CRIPTION
CJ'"D"AJ f.) M8FC'09 NR lloe ORBITER BIZW28£SllVlll






SREF 9 ..... Z0 lie IN
LREF 2.89110 INCHES
IIREF ... 8780 INCHEII
XMRP lI.aoaD INCHES
YMRP 0.0000
ZMRP - 0.0990 INCHES
SCALE 0.00.... SCALE
PAGE 84
EFFECT OF BELLY TANKS ON BASIC LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS









~ ~ V l.A~~ "'-- IA .-V




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
O"U SET SYMBOL COHF"IGUR"TlON DESCRIPTION
115101'" () M8F"C509 NR 110C ORBITER B12W26E16V16
1 1510U' II M8F"C5011 NR I10C ORBITER. UNK a1ZW26£UVI6
































































EFFECT OF BELLY TANKS ON BASIC LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS












































-16 -14 -II! -10
-. - S -. - It o It 4 S • 10 II! 14 18
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA lIET IIYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
C~'IOIAI (.) MSFC'09 NR lloe OR81TER 812WZSEISVSS
C~'107AI IS MSFC5011 NR lloe OR81TER + TANK BI2WZSEISVSS
MACH ~ •••o
lIEU REFERENCE INFORMATION
a.aao lIREF •••• 20 1111 IN







EFFECT 6F BELLY TANKS 6N BASIC L6NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS











































-18 -14 -12 -10
- 8 - 8
- 4 - 2 o 2 4 I 8 10 12 14 II
_EFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(J510IA) () MSFC509 NR IIOC ORBITER BI2W2&EI6V3&
































/ V ~ ·
//~
VJ~






































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DE8CRIPTION
H8'C509 HR iiOC ORBITER 812W26EIIV.I










• • • iO i2 i. ilS
RE'ERENCE IN'CA'!HA Tlr..N
aRE' •••• 20 so IN
LltEF 2 .•"0 IHCHEll
8RE' •••7'0 IHCHE.
lCHRP ' .•oeo IHCHE.
YHRP 0.0000
ZHRP 0.0"0 IHCH!: II
'CALE 0.00•• 'CALE
PAGE 88
e 10 12 14 I.
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF II .4420 III IN













ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- e-so-12-14



















DATA lET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IJ510lAI (.) MIFC5011 NR SSOC ORBITER B12W2IES8V38




























II 10 II U III
REFERENCE IHFORMATION













ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- 8- II-10
CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC50. HR lloe ORBITER eI2W26EI6va.
MSFC509 NR I.oe ORBITER + TANK eI2W2.ES.V5.
-14

























































I • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •
·
V t-t=T - ·/ ·
V ~ r-aV/,V











ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- .- 8-10-12-I.
•






































MSFC509 NR ISOC OR81TER BI2W26EI6V'6




















































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





MSFC5D9 NR IIOC ORBITER BIZW26EI8V'S











































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.-so-S2-S4


































REI'"ERENCE INFORMATIONDATA 8£T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CJ!IIOIA I, 0 MSl'"C509 NR HOC ORBITER B12W2fSEIlIYlIfS


























EFFECT OF BELLY TANKS ON BASIC LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS





































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





M'FC509 NR IIOC ORBITER B12W28E16V38



























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.-10-II!-14
I . , , , I , , , , .. . . .. . . . •































































DATA SET IYHBOL CONFI"URATION DESCRIPTION
IJ'IOlAI () HIFC'09 NR IIOC ORBITER B12W26E16V36



























. .. I • .,
, ,--, -, - ,
• • • . . ..
·
·
I V ~..A ·
-



























































-14 -12 -10 - IS - CI - 4 -. 4 CI • 10 12 ••
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
~EFERENCE INFORHATIONDATA SET SYMBOl. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IJ5S0SAI () HSFC508 NR SIOC ORBITER Bl2WZOEI8VS8


























EFFECT 6F BELLY TANKS 6N BASIC LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
I I , , , . • , I • • • I • • ••








~ A ~...., ... - ... ~.....oXflJ '""U -A A A A 6







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CJ5S0SAI () MSFC509 NR ssoe ORBITER BS2W26E16V36
CJ'S07AI· ZS MSFC'09 NR IIOC ORBITER + TANK B12W26E16V36
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES •
10 II 14 I.
REFERENCE INFORHATION
SREF 9.4420 Sla IN
LREF 2 ••9S0 INCHES
IlREF 4 ••780 INCHES



































































































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(J510SAI () MSFC5D9 NR SIOC ORBITER BS2W2I1EIIIYIII
(J5SD?AI Z1 ~8,C5D9 NR ggOC ORBiTER + TANK 8S2W2GESlIVle
MACH e •••o
IIETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 IREF •••• 20 SQ IN
0.000 LRE,. 2.11950 IHCH£ II






EFFECT ~F BELLY TANKS ~N BASIC L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
, , ,
•








































































-II -14 -Ie -10 - . -. -.. - 2 D .. .. • ID Ie 14 II
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
CJ5JOJAI () MS~C5De NR IJOC ORSITER S12W26E16V56



























































































?J.o 0.5 1.0 ••5 a.o 1.5 a.o a.5 4.0 4.5 S.O
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~S,C!109 NR llOC ORBITER + TANK aleW26E16V56
























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- CI- e-so-S2-14




























































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(A5107A) () M5FC'09 NR 110C ORBITER + TANK 812W26E16V36
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
RE~ERENtE INFORHATI~DATA SZV DYMB~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IASSD7AI () HSFC5D9 NR SIOC ORBITER + TANK 5S2W2SEleV36


















































































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET 8YMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A5107AI () MSFCS09 NR 1iOC ORBITER + TANK B12W26E16V56

























































































~I EFFECT OF SIOESL~P ~N BASIC LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL C~ARA[TERISIICS
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES




~C~CSOS NR 110C ~9IVER ~ TANK 81ZW26E16V56
~CVC~OO N~ 3iOC ORBITER ~ TANK Bl~W26EI6V56
BETA
0.000
-6.000
SAEF
uu:r
OREF
XHRP
YHRP
IIlRP
SCALE
9.<3420
1/.00:10
4.0,00
1I.6080
0.0000
0.0000
0.00<34
Ile IN
iNCWE6
RNCWtO
HJCCGS
JNCC4EO
flCAll1:
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